We show that for a system containing a set of general second class constraints which are linear in the phase space variables, the Abelian conversion can be obtained in a closed form and that the first class constraints generate a generalized shift symmetry. We study in detail the example of a general first order Lagrangian and show how the shift symmetry noted in the context of BV quantization arises.
In an attempt to unify the method of quantization for systems containing both first class and second class constraints, Batalin, Fradkin and Tyutin ( BFT ) [1] have proposed a systematic method for converting all second class constraints in a theory to first class ones. The idea of BFT, in simple terms, is to introduce additional variables into the theory ( one for every second class constraint ) with a simple Poisson bracket structure and transform the second class constraints to a Taylor series in the new variables such that they become first class. The simplest case, which has been studied in detail [2] ( which also will be considered in this letter ) and where one assumes that the new constraints are strongly involutive ( not just first class ) is commonly referred as the Abelian conversion of the second class constraints. The Hamiltonian of the system is, similarly, expressed as a power series in the new variables and each term in the series is determined by requiring that the new Hamiltonian is in involution with the first class ( Abelian ) constraints. The original system is, of course, obtained if one chooses a gauge condition where all the new variables vanish. However, other gauge conditions may be more useful depending on the system under study [2] .
The Abelian conversion is an iterative procedure and, in general, the new constraints and the Hamiltonian may not have a closed form. As a result, even though the first class constraints correspond to generators of symmetries [3] of the system, the question of symmetries cannot be studied in general. In this letter, therefore, we study a special class of second class constraints and the symmetries generated by their Abelian conversion.
We show that for general second class constraints linear in the phase space variables, the Abelian conversion of the constraints and the Hamiltonian can be obtained in a closed form. We identify the general form of the operator which transforms any observable to its new form. The Abelian conversion, in this case, leads to a generalized shift symmetry in such systems and the first class constraints generate this symmetry. We show in detail, for a general first order Lagrangian, how the general results lead to the shift symmetry [4] which has come to play an important role in the BV quantization [5] of gauge theories and topological field theories. We would like to point out here that a shift in the original variables arising as a result of the Abelian conversion was already noted in the context of a first order Lagrangian in ref. [6] and that was the starting motivation for our detailed examination of the question of symmetries.
Let us consider a Hamiltonian system with phase space variables y µ , µ = 1, 2, ..., 2N and the canonical Hamiltonian H c (y). We are considering here a system with a finite number of degrees of freedom for simplicity only and the discussion generalizes to continuum theories in a straight forward manner. Let us assume that the system has a set of second class constraints which are linear in the variables y µ and are denoted by
(There may be other constraints -first class and more complicated second class constraints -in the system, but we will not be concerned with them. ) By assumption [3] , therefore,
defines a constant, antisymmetric and invertible matrix. We can, of course, write the Hamiltonian including the constraints as
where λ α 's are the Lagrange multipliers which can be determined by requiring the constraints in eq. (1) to remain invariant under time evolution.
In order to convert the constraints in eq. (1) to first class ( Abelian ) ones, we introduce [1] additional variables ψ α , α = 1, 2, ..., 2n and assume that the Poisson bracket structure
defines a constant, antisymmetric and invertible matrix. Given this, we define new con-
and require that
which leads to
.
We note from eqs. (2), (4) and (6) that X αβ can be chosen to be a constant, invertible matrix and the original constraints can be converted to Abelian ones. Note that when ψ α ≈ 0, the constraints in eq. (5) reduce to the original ones in eq. (1).
We can transform the Hamiltonian following the method of BFT so that it is in involution withχ α . However, let us note the following. Let
By definition, B µ α is a constant matrix of rank 2n and we note that
is in involution withχ α . In fact
It is needless to say that the Hamiltonian in eq. (9) coincides with the transformed Hamiltonian that will be obtained through the method of BFT.
Let us note that the operator
acting on any observable transforms it into its new form. In fact, it is straight forward to check that
Since the transformed observables ( including the Hamiltonian ) depend only on (y −ỹ)
for 2n such variables, the system is invariant under the local shifts in these variables of the form
where ǫ α are 2n parameters of these local transformations and it is straight forward to check that the constraintsχ α generate these shift symmetries. We cannot, however, identify
these symmetries yet with the shift symmetries arising in the context of BV quantization [4] where there is a shift invariance for every dynamical variable in the theory.
We end this general discussion with some interesting observations on such systems.
Note that if we define
then
Using the definitions in eqs. (8) and (7), we can then show that
where the right hand side represents the Dirac bracket [3] of the phase space variables defined with respect to the second class constraints in eq. (1) . Next, we note that
which again follows from the definitions in eq. (8). Physically, this simply means that sinceχ α generate the same shifts in y µ andỹ µ (see eq. (13)) (y µ −ỹ µ ) is invariant under the shifts. This also implies that any observable with the functional form A(y µ −ỹ µ ) will be invariant under the shifts.
If we have another set of first class constraints in the theory, namely,
then it is clear that under the Abelian conversion, (20) and that the structure of gauge algebra will remain invariant.
Let us next examine these results in the context of a general first order Lagrangian of the form [7] 
and show that the Abelian conversion generates the shift symmetry crucial in the understanding of the BV quantization. The obvious constraints in the first order formulation are
There may be other constraints present in the theory, but we will concentrate only on these for our discussions. These constraints can be easily checked to be second class, namely,
These are linear constraints in the phase space variables consistent with our earlier discussion. However, it is worth noting that for such a system, the number of second class constraints is the same as the number of variables (x i , p i ) and second, by assumption the Hamiltonian is independent of π (x) i and π (p)i .
For the Abelian conversion, we introduce the additional variables (x i ,p i ) and assume that they satisfy the Poisson bracket structure
It is easy to determine now thatχ
are the proper Abelian conversion of the constraints in eq. (22), namely,
It is also easily checked ( these can be derived systematically through the method of BFT as well.) thatH
will be in involution with the first class (Abelian) constraintsχ 1i andχ i 2 . For example,
In fact, we note that the operator
acting on any observable transforms it to its new form. In particular, we note that
It is worth noting here that the transformed Hamiltonian,H, is invariant under the shift of all variables, namely,
However, the constraintsχ 1i andχ i 2 are not invariant under these transformations. On the other hand, the generalized shift transformations
and Let us finally note that the shift symmetry can be seen in the Lagrangian formulation by noting that the on-shell Lagrangian ( where the constraints hold ) has the form
where the shift symmetry is manifest. Written in the second order formulation, this coincides with the Lagrangian considered in the context of BV quantization [4] . However, it is worth pointing out here that the Lagrangian in eq. (34) gives rise to four constraints which can be written in the equivalent form
The first two of these constraints are first class while the other two are second class. This is what would be expected from the shift symmetry discussed in the context of the BV quantization. However, in order that our discussion does not give the impression that Abelianization generates new constraints, we point out that the additional second class constraints arise merely from writing a first order Lagrangian for the tilde variables.
To summarize, we have shown that for a system of second class constraints which are linear in the phase space variables, Abelian conversion can be obtained in a closed form. We have identified the operator which transforms any observable to its new form and have shown that, in this case, the transformed theory has a shift symmetry which is generated by the Abelian, first class constraints of the theory. We have examined in detail an example of a general first order Lagrangian and have shown how, in this case, the shift symmetries generated by the Abelian conversion coincide with those studied in the context of the BV quantization.
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